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CORRIGENDUM

Published

Minimum scores

for technical proposal

May be read as
and

presentation
Technical proposal:
Clause 1. Disclaimer para 4 and CIause 4.4 Tender "Every bidder who shall score a
Specifications point 5- "Every bidder who shall score a minimum of 50 shall be required to
minimum of 70 percent shall be required to make a make a detailed presentation"
detailed presentation" (Pg 2 of RFE)

Clause 4.4 pt. 5- "Every bidder who shall score
minimum of 70 percent shall be required to make

a
a

detailed presentation"
(Pg 13 of RFE)

"Every bidder who shall score

a

minimum of 50 shall be required to
make a detailed presentation"

"All bidders, who score at least 50

Clause 6.1.2
bidders, who score at least 49 out of out of 75 in the pre-qualification
75 in the pre-qualification technical proposal shall be technical proposal shall be invited
invited to present their organizational capabilities and to present their organizational
proposed methodologies for execution of the work".
capabilities and proposed
(Pg 23 of RFE)
methodologies for execution of the
"A11

work".

Presentation:
Clause 4.4 Tender Specifications pt. 7- "those'bidders "those bidders who have scored
who have scored below 07 in the presentation shall below 10 in the presentation shall
stand disqualified"

stand disqualified"

"Any bidder who scores below 10
Clause 6.1.2 "Any bidder who scores below 07 out of out of 25 shall be disqualified from
25 shall be disqualified from computation of commercial computation of commercial bid."
bid.'
(Pg 23 of RFE)
"below 10 out of 25 will be
considered as not-qualified"

Clause 6.1.3 pt. 3- "below

7 out of 25 will be

considered as not-qualified"
Pg 2a of RFE)

"found to have scored less than 10
out of 25"

Clause 6,2.2 pt. 4- "found to have scored less than 07
out of 25"
(Pq 35 of RFE)
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